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All of the dogs we interviewed had strong opinions about detailing the perfect dog house.
The biggest surprise was that they did not have any desire for an actual “house” per se beThe biggest surprise was that they did not have any desire for an actual “house” per se be-
cause they all actually live in their owner’s house. What they felt would be most beneficial 
to them is a structure that provides some shelter from rain and wind as they perform their 
daily duties of guarding the yard, warning off Deer and other animals, watching for the mail 
man and FedEx, and keeping an eye on the small humans of the family. 
 
The ideal structure would allow for plenty of fresh air but would deflect the prevailing wind, 
allow them some shade on hot summer days and provide a place to escape rain showers. 
Most importantly, the ideal structure would allow for 360 degree viewing of the territory 
they guard. 
 
All of the dogs we interviewed expressed relief that chains and ropes were a thing of their All of the dogs we interviewed expressed relief that chains and ropes were a thing of their 
repressed past. The highest percentage of them lived at sites with invisible fence installa-
tions. They all said that they wear the electric collars as a courtesy, for the peace of mind 
of the humans, assuring us they can actually go anywhere they want, any time they want. 
 
House size was an issue, demanding shelter seemingly bigger than their body size sug-
gested, even as they insisted they were not ostentatious. They reasoned that they fre-
quently entertain the small humans and expressed that with a little extra room, a game of 
hide and seek would not ruin their afternoon nap. 
 
They all expressed a desire to remain in the home for the rest of their lives. While they are 
in pretty good shape now, they wonder about the future when they “may need some extra 
room to turn around”, or “find a comfortable position to sleep, ah guard”. And “extra natural 
daylight would sure help” as their eyes age. Plus these few details that will actually im-
prove the appearance of their house will also make it easier for some of the neighborhood 
dogs with special needs to visit them, enriching all of their lives.
 
While not concerned about the repercussions of the construction of the house in their life-
times, they were very concerned about the availability of the earth’s natural resources for 
their puppies and their puppy’s puppies, desiring to use as many scraps as possible and 
limit waste. They LOVE wood and view it as a renewable natural resource but insist on 
only doing business with companies who harvest it responsibly and replant it for future 
generations.
 
They were very concerned about the stereotypical view of the dog, wanting to make a 
statement about their sophistication and taste while emphasizing their inherent bond to 
Mother Nature and their environment. Their desire was for a well planned, universally de-
signed, adaptable, healthy, earth friendly, highly crafted “hand made” home, the type they 
would build for themselves if they had thumbs.
 


